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Abstract

We present how computing with words, meant as a set of fuzzy-logic-based tools for an effective and efficient handling of imprecise elements of natural language, can be implemented for fuzzy querying via a user-friendly interface to Microsoft Access, FQUERY for Access. The system accommodates fuzzy (imprecise) terms and linguistic quantifiers allowing for queries exemplified by “find (all) records such that most of the (important) clauses are satisfied (to a degree from [0, 1])”. L.A. Zadeh’s [Comput. Math. Appl. 9 (1983) 149] fuzzy logic based calculus of linguistically quantified propositions, and R.R. Yager’s [IEEE Trans. Syst. Man Cybernet. 18 (1988) 183] ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators are employed to deal with fuzzy linguistic quantifiers. It is then shown how FQUERY for Access, which is a standalone application, may be extended to support fuzzy querying via the Internet (or, analogously, Intranet). It is shown how WWW browsers, both the Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Explorer, can be employed for developing a fuzzy querying interface for handling imprecise natural language elements in database queries following Zadeh’s computing with words paradigm. © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Inc.
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1. Introduction

Database management systems (DBMSs) are extremely relevant and useful software products which are used in all kinds of systems supporting human activities. For a long time people have been aware of an inherent discrepancy between the “hard” machine and the “soft” human being. One of the reasons has been the fact that all our computing machinery, in the sense of both hardware and software, employs explicitly or implicitly some artificial, precise formalisms which are unable to handle ambiguity, vagueness, imprecision, etc. of natural language, which is the only fully natural human communication means. Some natural language interfaces to DBMSs have been proposed to overcome this inherent difficulty (cf. [3]).

Fuzzy logic has played here a crucial role making it possible to considerably improve those interfaces by providing formal means to handle vagueness resulting from the use of natural language. A further impetus has been provided by a general paradigm of computing with words, advocated by Zadeh in recent years, which is closely related to fuzzy logic. In this paper we will show how fuzzy logic, in the sense of a formal tool on which computing with words is based, can provide new qualities to database querying. We will present some linguistic, fuzzy-logic-based interfaces to DBMSs both for standalone applications, and for querying over the Internet (in fact, we will mean here and later on over the Internet and Intranet).

This paper is based, first of all, on our previous works [12–19,23–25,38,39]. Basically, we assume that a commercial, widely available and popular DBMS – Microsoft Access®, to be more specific – is employed, and fuzzy querying is implemented as an add-on (or add-in). This is, in our view, the only practically relevant solution at present as, first, there are no commercial “fuzzy DBMSs” on the market, second, the development of such a fuzzy database would be prohibitively costly and time-consuming, and, third, testing of fuzzy querying may proceed on popular (non-fuzzy) DBMSs which are relatively inexpensive and widely available. These works have resulted in the FQUERY for Access, a fuzzy querying systems for Microsoft Access.

There are two basic lines of research in the use of fuzzy sets and logic in DBMSs [30]. The first is to assume that the database is conventional and fuzzy sets, possibility theory, fuzzy logic, etc. are used to make its use easier and more human consistent (mainly in the sense of handling vagueness resulting from the use of natural language). This is mainly done by constructing some add-ons, and may be is exemplified by [1,2,4,5], Buell (1982), [8,9,12–19,23–25,27,31], Yager (1980), [38,39]; see also [42,30].

The second approach is to build a DBMS which can involve imprecision and vagueness represented by fuzzy or possibilistic elements. Clearly, querying, updating, etc. is also based on fuzzy logic. This approach is exemplified by [7], Vila et al. (1995), [42]; see also [30], and [36] for an excellent review and perspective.
This paper belongs to the first class. We assume a conventional (non-fuzzy) DBMS, a commercial and popular one (Microsoft Access® 7), and construct an add-on to it which may help the human operator (e.g., decision maker) retrieve information related to some highly aggregated and vaguely defined concepts, relations, etc. For instance, in a water quality related context, in which the first source [24,25] works have been developed, the user may be interested in knowing all points in a watershed where the environmental pollution is severe. It is quite clear that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to adequately represent severe by a conventional query involving the ANDing and ORing of attributes’ values only as may be done by using conventional querying tools (e.g., SQL). On the other hand, it may be subjectively felt that in such a case an adequate representation of “severe (pollution)” is when, e.g., “most of the important pollution indicators considerably exceed some (possibly fuzzily specified) limits”. Notice that a linguistic quantifier (most) which is used here cannot be accommodated in an adequate way in a conventional DBMS.

In this paper we show how basic elements of Zadeh’s paradigm of computing with words: linguistic values (e.g., high), linguistic relations (e.g., much more than a half), linguistic modifiers (e.g., very), and linguistic quantifiers (e.g., most) can be used in devising more human-consistent and human-friendly querying interfaces to DBMSs.

Basically, our querying system allows for queries of the type “find (all) records such that most (almost all, much more than a half, . . . or any other suitable linguistic quantifier) of the important attributes are as specified (e.g., equal to 5, greater than 10, much less than 100, low, etc.)”.

First, we discuss the use of fuzzy sets (logic) in standalone database querying showing where such fuzzy elements may be employed. Second, we briefly present how to define fuzzy elements appearing in the queries. Third, we discuss the implementation of the querying scheme proposed, mainly the transformation of a fuzzy query into its equivalent legitimate Access’ 7 query. We present an example which, for readability and clarity, uses the NWIND.MDB database of a fictitious trading company which is provided in Access.

In next parts we describe how this querying system can be implemented using a WWW browser (Netscape Navigator® and Microsoft Internet Explorer®) as interface as proposed and implemented by [16,20].

2. Flexible querying in a DBMS using the paradigm of computing with words

In querying users are often interested in answers to imprecisely specified questions that are natural to humans but strange to the “machine”. For instance, in case of a personnel database the user may wish to retrieve all younger
much better than average paid employees which is inconsistent with conventional (precise) querying languages.

The problem is how to extend a query language so as to allow for the use of such linguistic (fuzzy) terms “low”, “much greater than”, “most”, etc. This involves four issues to be dealt with:

- extension of the syntax of a query language,
- semantics of an extended language,
- elicitation and manipulation of linguistic (fuzzy) terms and queries containing them, and
- embedding fuzzy querying engine in a native querying environment of a host DBMS.

We will deal with the two former in this section, and with the two latter in the next section. Needless to say that the above issues are relevant for all kinds of fuzzy querying, for standalone and Internet applications.

Internally, Access represents a query using SQL, hence we focus on the simple query of the type:

```
SELECT <list of fields> FROM <list of tables> WHERE <condition>
```

and propose the following extension to the syntax of its most interesting – from our point of view – part, i.e., WHERE clause:

```
<condition> ::= <linguistic quantifier>
  <sequence of subconditions>;

<sequence of subconditions> ::= <subcondition>| <subcondition> OR <sequence of subconditions>

<subcondition> ::= <linguistic quantifier> <importance coefficient> <sequence of atomic conditions>

<sequence of atomic conditions> ::= <atomic condition>| <atomic condition> AND <sequence of atomic conditions>

<atomic condition> ::= <attribute> = <fuzzy value>| <attribute> <classical relational operator> <attribute>| <numerical-attribute>| <attribute> <fuzzy relation> <attribute>| <attribute> <fuzzy relation> <number>| <single-valued-attribute> IN <fuzzy-set constant>| <multi-valued-attribute> <compatibility operator> <fuzzy-set constant>

<attribute> ::= <numeric field>
```
(linguistic quantifier) ::= ⟨OWA-tag⟩ ⟨quantifier name⟩
⟨OWA-tag⟩ ::= OWA
⟨classical relational operator⟩ ::= ⟨⟨= |⟩⟩ = =

The above query syntax supported is very general allowing for virtually all kinds of linguistic elements.

The main entities used in the system, their linguistic (fuzzy) representation, elicitation and handling are:

- **Attributes**

  First, to use a (numerical) field in a query in connection with a fuzzy value or relation, it has to be declared as an attribute. For each attribute the user specifies: the lower limit (LL) and upper limit (UL) which determine the value interval in which the field’s values are. They are used for scaling the values of the attributes for the particular records while calculating the degree of matching with a linguistic (fuzzy) value used, or the degree of membership in a fuzzy relation. In fact, they need not describe the real value interval of the attributes.

- **Single-valued attributes**

- **Multi-valued attributes**

  Both types of attributes may be used along with the fuzzy set constant in a query. A single-valued attribute may be considered as a special case of a multi-valued attribute. Namely, only a special case of one type of the compatibility operators (IN) is meaningful in the case of the former one, whereas various types of compatibility indices may be employed in the case of the latter. Both types of attributes may be exemplified by “Country” and “Main_products_purchased” fields in a database of a trading company, respectively. In case of the former one a fuzzy set may be used in a corresponding atomic condition of a query as, e.g., in “find customers from Central Europe”. In case of the latter one a fuzzy set may be used in a query as well as in a record as a value of the attribute. The value of such an attribute will be a list of relevant products. The direct use of such types of data is inconsistent with the relational database paradigm. Still, such an attribute may exist in the user’s view of the database, even if the real arrangement of the data is different. In the original database scheme, a list of fields corresponds to such an virtual multi-valued attribute. Each of this fields is of logical or real type, corresponding to the characteristic function of a crisp set or the membership function of a fuzzy set, respectively.

  The matching degree for an atomic condition involving a single-valued attribute (AT) and a fuzzy set (FS) is calculated for each record in a straightforward manner as the value of the membership function of the fuzzy set FS for the element being the value of the attribute AT in a given record.

  The calculation of matching degree for multi-valued attributes is discussed in what follows with regards to the compatibility operator.
• **Linguistic (fuzzy) values**

These imprecise linguistic terms as, e.g., *large* in “salary is large”, are defined
by membership functions on the interval \([-10, +10]\), to allow for context-independent definitions. The membership functions are assumed trapezoidal as in
Fig. 1 which is simple and sufficient in practice.

Thus, to define a fuzzy value the four points \(A, B, C, \) and \(D\) are needed, and
their interpretation is obvious.

The matching degree, \(\text{md}(\cdot, \cdot)\), of an atomic condition \(AT = FV\) and a record
\(R\) is

\[
\text{md}(AT = FV, R) = \mu_{FV}(\tau(R(AT)),
\]

where \(R(AT)\) is the value of the attribute \(AT\) in record \(R\), \(\mu_{FV}\) is the membership function of the fuzzy value \(FV\), and \(\tau: [L{\text{AT}}, U{\text{AT}}] \rightarrow [-10, 10]\) is the mapping from the variability interval of the attribute \(AT\) onto the unified
\([-10, 10]\) interval.

• **Linguistic (fuzzy) relations**

Linguistic (fuzzy) relations, exemplified by “Amount_in_Stock Is
MUCH_GREATER_THAN Amount_on_Orders”, is represented by a binary fuzzy relation. The interpretation of a fuzzy relation is similar to that for a
fuzzy value. The main difference is that in case of a fuzzy value just one universe of discourse (i.e. the set of possible values of a particular attribute) is to
be employed. On the other hand, in case of a binary fuzzy relation two attributes are involved, that is we are dealing with an atomic conditions like

\[
\text{FR}(AT1, AT2).
\]

A natural approach is to assume the universe of discourse to be the set of possible values of the difference of the values of two attributes, that is
\([L{\text{AT1}} - U{\text{AT2}}, U{\text{AT1}} - L{\text{AT2}}]\). Mapping again the resulting range of variability onto the unified interval \([-10, 10]\), a fuzzy relation, \(FR\), may be equated
with a fuzzy set, \(FRS\), defined on this interval, i.e., \(\mu_{FR}(x, y) = \mu_{FRS}(x - y)\).

The user should therefore define its membership function, assumed to be trapezoidal, analogously as for fuzzy values (cf. Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Trapezoidal membership function of a linguistic (fuzzy) value.](image)
Thus, to define a membership function the user should give four points: A, B, C and D. Then, to evaluate the fulfillment of the atomic condition (2), for the attributes AT1 and AT2 values in record R the interval $[LL_{AT1} - UL_{AT2}, UL_{AT1} - LL_{AT2}]$ is linearly mapped onto the interval $[-10, 10]$. Then, the mapped difference of values of AT1 and AT2 is calculated, and:

- if it is below A, then the fuzzy relation FR is not fulfilled at all, i.e. to degree 0.0,
- if it is between A and B, then FR is fulfilled to a degree between 0.0 and 1.0, the closer to B the more;
- if it is between B and C, then FR is fully satisfied, i.e. to degree 1;
- if it is between C and D, then FR is satisfied to a degree between 1.0 and 0.0, the closer to D the less;
- if it is above D, then FR is not satisfied at all, i.e. to degree 0.0.

Thus, the matching degree, $md(\cdot, \cdot)$, of an atomic condition (2), and a record $R$ is

$$md(FR(AT1, AT2), R) = \mu_{FR}(\tau_1(R(AT1), \tau_2(R(AT2))),$$

where $R(AT1)$, $R(AT2)$ are the values of the attributes AT1 and AT2, in $R$, $\mu_{FR}$ is the membership function of the fuzzy relation FR, and $\tau_i : [LL_{ATi}, UL_{ATi}] \rightarrow [-10, 10]$, $i = 1, 2$, are the mappings from the variability intervals of AT1 and AT2 onto $[-10, 10]$.

For example, if we have the following two attributes with the same range of variability (from 0 to 1000): AT1: Amount_In_Stock and AT2: Amount_On_Orders, a fuzzy relation IS_ABOUT defined by four points $(-2, -1, 1, 2)$ and a query:

Amount_In_Stock IS_ABOUT Amount_On_Orders

then, for a record $R$ with Amount_In_Stock = 500 and Amount_On_Orders = 1000 we obtain the matching degree equal to 0.0. On the other hand, for a record with Amount_In_Stock = 910 and Amount_On_Orders = 1000 the matching degree is equal 1.0.

- **Linguistic quantifiers**

The linguistic quantifiers are used in statements like “most clauses of the query are to be satisfied” where clauses are meant either as subconditions or atomic conditions. In the FQUERY for Access system the fuzzy linguistic quantifiers are defined in the sense of [37], with the $[0.0, 10.0]$ interval assumed for technical, not conceptual reasons. On the other hand, they may be interpreted either using original Zadeh’s approach or via the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators (cf. [34,35]). We assume that the membership function of the fuzzy linguistic quantifier is piecewise linear as sketched in Fig. 2.

To define a fuzzy linguistic quantifier it is therefore needed to provide two numbers corresponding to A and B meant as follows. If a query is composed of
$N$ subconditions (atomic conditions), we first map $[0, N]$ and the number of actually satisfied clauses onto $[0, 10]$. Notice that the above should be properly understood because the particular clauses may be satisfied to a degree which is between 0.0 and 1.0. Then:

- if the number of clauses satisfied is less than $A$, then the query is not satisfied (by a particular record) at all or, is satisfied to degree 0.0.
- if the number of clauses satisfied is between $A$ and $B$, then the query is satisfied to a degree between 0.0 and 1.0, the closer to $B$ the higher.
- if the number of clauses satisfied is above $B$, then the query is fully satisfied, that is to degree 1.0.

Thus, the matching degree, $md(\cdot, \cdot)$, for the query “$Q$ of $N$ clauses are satisfied” for record $R$ is equal to

$$md(Q\{\text{clause}_{i=1,…,N}\}, R) = \mu_Q \left( \tau \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_i md(\text{clause}_i, R) \right) \right),$$

where $md(\text{clause}_i, R)$ is the matching degree for clause $i$, for record $R$, $\mu_Q$ is the membership function of the linguistic quantifier $Q$, and $\tau : [0, N] \rightarrow [0, 10]$ is the mapping onto the unit interval.

The above formula may be extended to the case when the importances of particular clauses are to be taken into account (cf. [37] for tools).

Moreover, the OWA operator interpretation of a linguistic quantifier may also be employed [cf. [35 volume]. In this case, we start with [37] classic definition of a fuzzy linguistic quantifier of the type shown in Fig. 2. Then, the weights of an OWA operator of dimension $N$ determined for such a regular monotone non-decreasing linguistic quantifier $Q$, are calculated due to [34]:

$$w_i = \begin{cases} Q(i/N) - Q((i - 1)/N) & \text{for } i = 1, \ldots, N, \\ 0 & \text{for } i = 0. \end{cases}$$
The user may modify the particular weights, and to support the fine tuning of the OWA weights, the measures of ORness and dispersion are provided. These measures were introduced by [34] and are calculated for a given OWA operator $F$ with the weight vector $[w_i]_{i=1,...,N}$ as follows:

$$\text{ORness}(F) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} (N - i) * w_i \right) / (N - 1),$$  

(6)

$$\text{disp}(F) = - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_j * \ln(w_j).$$  

(7)

The measure of ORness($F$) says how similar is the OWA operator $F$ to the logical connective OR (in terms of its aggregation behavior), which may be written symbolically as

$$\text{ORness}(F) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{iff } F \text{ is OR} (F \equiv \text{OWA}^{\text{OR}}), \\ a \in (0, 1) & \text{iff } F \text{ is “between” OR and AND}, \\ 0 & \text{iff } F \text{ is AND} (F \equiv \text{OWA}^{\text{AND}}), \end{cases}$$  

(8)

where $\text{OWA}^{\text{OR}}$ is the OWA operator corresponding to OR, i.e. $F = [1, 0, \ldots, 0]$, and $\text{OWA}^{\text{AND}}$ is the OWA operator corresponding to AND, i.e. $F = [0, 0, \ldots, 1]$.

By employing the user interface described in the following section, a fine tuning of the OWA operator may be done in the following way. Instead of dealing with the particular weights separately, the user may request to increase or decrease the ORness of the currently defined operator which is done using the following simple algorithm (the algorithm shown applies when the increase of ORness is required, and analogously for the decrease. Let:

- the OWA operator $F$ be defined by the vector of weights $[w_1, \ldots, w_N]$, and
- $z^0$ be required, increased value of ORness measure for $F$; $z^0 \in (\text{ORness}(F), 1)$.

Then:

**Step 1.** $\Delta z := z^0 - \text{ORness}(F)$

**Step 2.** $k := \arg \max \{w_i : w_i > 0\}$

$$x := 2(N - 1)\Delta z / (4N - 3k).$$  

(9)

**Step 3.** If $x > w_k$ then $x := w_k$

**Step 4.**

$$w_k := w_k - x \quad w_i := w_i + x / (k - 1) \quad \forall i \in [1, k - 1].$$  

(10)

**Step 5.** If ORness($F$) < $z^0$ then Go to Step 1.

STOP

- Fuzzy set constant
Fuzzy set constant represents in a query the user’s requirement as to the value of a single-valued attribute or a multi-valued attribute. Its use may be exemplified in the following atomic conditions:
1. COUNTRY IN 1.0/Bulgaria
2. COUNTRY IN 1.0/Belarus + 1.0/Russia + 1.0/Ukraine
3. COUNTRY IN 1.0/CzechRepublic + 1.0/Hungary + 1.0/Poland + 1.0/Slovakia + 0.8/Belarus + …,
where IN is a simple compatibility operator corresponding to the classical set theory operator €.

The user, e.g., looking for a customer from Bulgaria only, will employ the first condition. If a few countries are relevant, the second condition may be used. Finally, if the choice of a customer’s country of origin refers to a vague concept like, e.g., the Central Europe or the “developing countries”, the third form should be employed.

- **Compatibility operators**

  Compatibility operators make possible to express a relation that should be met by a single-valued attribute or a multi-valued attribute and a fuzzy set constant in an atomic condition.

  The matching degree of an atomic condition involving a single-valued AT and a FS is calculated as equal to $\mu_{FS}(R(AT))$, where $R(AT)$ is the value of the attribute AT in a given record $R$.

  Let $FS$ (in a query) and $D$ (in a database record) be two fuzzy sets defined in the same universe of discourse $U$, i.e., $FS, D \in F(U)$. Let $md(FS, D)$ denote a compatibility operator to be defined. Then the following definitions may be employed:

  1. Degree of possibility of matching

     For the general case when both FS and $D$ are fuzzy, we have
     \[
     md(FS, D) = II(FS | D) = \sup_{u \in U} \min(\mu_{FS}(u), \mu_{D}(u))
     \]  

     while in case when both these sets are crisp, we obtain
     \[
     md(FS, D) = \begin{cases} 
     0 & \text{if } FS \cap D = \emptyset, \\
     1 & \text{otherwise}
     \end{cases}
     \]

     and, finally, if $D = \{d\}$ is a single-element crisp set, then
     \[
     md(FS, D) = \mu_{FS}(d).
     \]

  2. Degree of necessity of matching

     For the general case of fuzzy FS and $D$, we have
     \[
     md(FS, D) = N(FS | D) = \inf_{u \in U} \max(1 - \mu_{FS}(u), \mu_{D}(u))
     \]
while in case when both these sets are crisp, we obtain

\[
\text{md}(FS, D) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } FS \subseteq D, \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

and, finally, if \( FS = \{x\} \) is a single element crisp set, then

\[
\text{md}(FS, D) = \mu_D(x).
\]  

3. Generalized Jaccard coefficient

For the general case of fuzzy and/or crisp FS and \( D \), we have

\[
\text{md}(FS, D) = \frac{|FS \cap D|}{|FS \cup D|}
\]  

and this is one of most popular operators used in the classical, crisp framework.

The matching degree for an atomic condition involving a multi-valued AT and a FS is calculated for each record in a straightforward manner as the value of the selected compatibility operator for FS and the element being the value of the attribute AT in a given record.

3. Declaring attributes and defining fuzzy terms

The user declares attributes and defines fuzzy terms by double-clicking appropriate push-buttons in the special toolbar (see Fig. 3). The definition of each fuzzy term boils down to the specification of a number of parameters which proceeds interactively.

The declaration of an attribute consists in adding an appropriate record to the table of attributes. A special form is displayed on the monitor screen (see Fig. 4). The user has to choose a table from which there comes the field serving as a base for an attribute being declared. To make it easier, a special menu listing all the tables in a given database (i.e. a currently opened “.MDB” file) is displayed. When a table has been picked up, the user has to select the field. Again, the list of all numerical fields in the table just selected appears on the screen. Finally, the user has to enter LL and UL, as discussed in the previous section.

Definition of a multi-valued attribute requires the selection of the set of fields from underlying table and assigning a name to it. Single-valued attributes do not require any special definition, i.e., any field of character (text) type may be used as a single-valued attribute.

In the case of fuzzy values, relations and linguistic quantifiers interaction with the user is quite similar. Appropriate records have to be added to tables.
The fuzzy terms defined are illustrated by appropriate graphs corresponding to the Figs. 1 and 2 – see Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

Defining a fuzzy set constant the user has to select a field for which it is planned to be used. Due to the fact, that fuzzy set constants may be employed in the context of single-valued as well as multi-valued attributes two separate registers of them are maintained. After choosing a single-valued attribute some of its values currently used in the underlying table have to be selected and assigned the membership degree. In case of multi-valued attribute some its “component” fields have to be selected and assigned 0/1, Yes/No or belonging to the interval [0, 1] values depending on the declared type of the multi-valued attribute.
4. Query construction and processing in FQUERY for Access

The user composes a query in the query design window, enhanced with tools provided by FQUERY for Access. It is a “legitimate” query of Access in which
fuzzy (linguistic) terms appear in the form of parameters. For example, if one wishes to use a fuzzy value labeled “Low” one needs to put a parameter [FfA_FVLow] into a criteria cell (the prefix FfA_FV is added to differentiate between “fuzzy” parameters and “normal” parameters which can still be employed by the user). All fuzzy terms are inserted from the pop-up menus provided by the FQUERY’s toolbar.

As already mentioned, the OWA operator may be introduced into the query through the selection of a linguistic quantifier. Thus, inserting a quantifier into the query, the user has to decide if the original Zadeh’s or OWA-based semantics should be used for that quantifier during the query execution, see Fig. 7. Obviously, a linguistic quantifier has to be defined before it may be inserted into the query. In order to make the interface more flexible in respect to the manipulation of OWA operators, we introduce still another possibility to handle them inside a query. Namely, if there is no linguistic quantifier specified by the user in a query, a default OWA operator is placed there. In particular, if a global linguistic quantifier is omitted, the OWA\textsuperscript{OR} operator is put into the query by default. On the other hand, if a linguistic quantifier is omitted in a subcondition, the default operator is assumed to be the OWA\textsuperscript{AND} operator (cf. (8)). These default OWA operators are not visible during the query construction. They are available for the user’s modifications only at the stage of fine-tuning of the OWA operators to be described later.
Fig. 7. The query construction screen while employing the OWA operators.

Fig. 8. Fine tuning of the OWA operators.

When the construction of the query is completed, the user can initiate the execution of querying by pressing the GO button, what is briefly described later on. Then, at the user’s request, an additional step may be performed during the processing of the query. Namely, the screen, shown in Fig. 8 is displayed
allowing the user to specify more precisely the particular weights of the OWA operator. At the top of this screen all OWA operators appearing in the query, including the default ones, are listed. The user has to select one of them and, then, the weights of this operator are displayed below. Initially, these weights are calculated according to (5) for the explicitly introduced linguistic quantifiers (in terms of their related OWA operators), or correspond to particular default OWA operators.

Then, the user can modify them in several ways:
- “manually”, by setting each weight separately,
- by pressing the AND button which sets the OWA weights to \([0, 0, \ldots, 1]\),
- by pressing the OR button which sets the OWA weights to \([1, 0, \ldots, 0]\),
- by automatically increasing/decreasing the ORness of the operator by a specified amount.

The last modification is performed by the system automatically due to (9, and 10).

Finally, after the GO button is pressed and fine-tuning of the OWA operators is finished, the query is automatically transformed, and then run as a native (legitimate) query of Access. The transformation (after the GO button is pressed) is done by the appropriate FQUERY’s routines according to the following rules in two main steps:

I. New, temporary query is created. Depending on the form of the conditions appearing in the WHERE clause of the original query, a call to FQUERY for Access’ function FfA_MD,is added to the SELECT clause of the new query along with the list of all fields used in the original query. The arguments in the FfA_MD function call correspond to particular conditions appearing in the WHERE clause of the original query. Together with the composition of the query recorded in FQUERY for Access’ internal data structure, this allows to compute a matching degree. For example, each fuzzy value appearing in a condition yields one parameter in the FfA_MD function call, corresponding to the actual value of an attribute involved in a given expression, e.g., the atomic condition Products.Units_In_Stock = [FfA_FV Low], which means that the amount of a given product in stock is low, adds the value of [Units_In_Stock] in the current record to the list of parameters of the FfA_MD function call.

The INTO clause is added to the new query and the WHERE clause is left empty. Thus, we obtain the new query:

```
SELECT list_of_fields, FfA_MD(parameter) As MD INTO newTable
```

which is executed in the background. For each record, Access evaluates the arguments of the FfA_MD function call because they appear in the SELECT clause of the query. Using their values, a matching degree of the current record against the query is calculated.

II. The original query is transformed in the following way: all condition in the WHERE clause are replaced with MD > threshold, where threshold is a
value defined by the user. This means that the query will display only records
matching its conditions to the degree higher than the threshold specified. The
FROM clause is replaced with FROM newTable. The ORDER BY MD clause
is added. Thus, the transformed query looks like follows:

    SELECT list_of_fields, MD FROM newTable ORDER BY MD

As a result, each record displayed by the query is accompanied with the
value of its matching degree (all fields selected originally are preserved in the
SELECT clause).

So, after pressing the GO button the new, temporary query is executed and
then the original SQL string of the query is translated according to the above
rules and replaced by the modified one. Then, the query is run by Access as
usually. Records matching the query to a degree higher than a prespecified
threshold value are displayed along with the value of their matching degree. The
SQL string in its original form is restored into the query, so that the user cannot
even see its modified form on which the currently displayed information is based.

5. Example

Basically, we will consider here a modification of the standard example that
is included in Microsoft Access – a slightly modified version of the
NWINDB.MDB database. Therefore, the users can run this example on their
own, and – on the other hand – could find more information on the example in
the documentation of Access.

Suppose we have a database of a small trading company and we wish to
retrieve a list of troublesome order items requiring special attention. The first
problem is vagueness of the linguistic term a “troublesome order item”. Sup-
pose that in our case there are the following factors (conditions) that may
imply potentially troublesome order item:
1. because the company is based in the USA, orders coming from abroad may
   require more attention (transportation formalities, customs duties, etc.),
2. a short delivery time,
3. a low profitability of the order, that in turn can be defined as having three
   sources:
   • a low amount of ordered product,
   • high freight charges,
   • high discount rates
4. the ordered amount is much greater than that now available in stock,
5. the order is placed by a certain customer (named, e.g., Wellt) with whom we
   have experienced some problems in the past,
6. an employee responsible for a given order (e.g., labeled 1) has recently had a
   few unsuccessful transactions.
Obviously the list of factors that should be taken into account depends on a given case and can be much longer. A requirement that all of the above difficulties (conditions) occur in full scale is often unreasonable. One can claim that an order fulfilling, e.g., most of the conditions listed above, may surely be treated as potentially troublesome.

One can easily recognize in the above formulation several linguistic (fuzzy) concepts supported by FQUERY for Access: fuzzy values (short, low, high), a fuzzy relation (much greater than) and a linguistic quantifier (most).

Let the following database tables and fields convey information required:

- In the table Orders information about the whole orders is stored; in particular the following fields are of interest for our purposes:
  
  Orders.[Order ID] – identifier of an order,
  Orders.[Customer ID] – identifier of a customer,
  Orders.[Employee ID] – identifier of an employee dealing with the order,
  Orders.[Delivery Time] – time, in days, when the order has to be completed
  Orders.[Order Amount] – the value, in dollars, of the whole order,
  Orders.Freight – the freight fare for the order,

- In the table [Order Details] information about the particular items (ordered products) of each order is stored; among others, there are the following fields:
  
  [Order Details].Discount – discount given for a given product,
  [Order Details].Quantity – the ordered amount of a given product,

- In the table Products information about particular products is stored:
  
  Products.[Units In Stock] – amount of a given product in stock.
  Products.[Units On Order] – amount of a given product, required by all current orders.

As it has already been mentioned, to use fuzzy terms concerning a given database field one has to declare this field as an attribute in the sense of FQUERY for Access. Such declarations of attributes for our example may look as in Fig. 4. Next, we have to define fuzzy values and fuzzy relations which may proceed as in Fig. 5. Finally, we need definitions of linguistic quantifiers involved. They are shown in Fig. 6.

Then, the query considered may be expressed in SQL of Microsoft Access as:

```sql
SELECT DISTINCTROW
Orders.[Order ID], Orders.[Customer ID],
Orders.[Employee ID], Orders.[Delivery Time],
Orders.Amount, Orders.Freight,
[Order Details].Discount, [Order Details].Quantity,
Products.[Units In Stock], Products.[Units On Order]
```
FROM
Orders INNER JOIN [Order Details] ON
Orders.[Order ID] = [Order Details].[Order ID],
[Order Details] INNER JOIN Products ON
[Order Details].[Product ID] = Products.[Product ID]
WHERE
((Orders.[Ship Country] = ’USA’) OR
((Orders.[Delivery Time] = [FfA_FVSoon]) OR
((Orders.[Order Amount] = [FfA_FVLow]) AND
(Orders.Freight = [FfA_FVHigh]) AND
([Order Details].Discount = [FfA_FVHigh]) AND
([Order Details].Quantity = [FfA_FQMost]) OR
((Products.[Units On Order] = [FfA_FRMuch greater than – Products:Units In Stock]) OR
((Orders.[Customer ID] = ”WELLT”) OR
(([Order Details].Discount = [FfA_FQA Lot of]) OR
((Orders.[Employee ID] = 1));
In the QBE window of Access this query looks as shown in Fig. 9 (only a part of it is visible).

Fig. 9. Composition of a query.
After pressing the GO button (and selecting the ordering according to the matching degree value and the threshold equal to 0.4) the above query is transformed (“behind the scene”) according to the rules presented earlier.

As a result we obtain the list of records shown in Fig. 10.

This concludes our brief description of FQUERY for Access, an add-on to Microsoft Access which, by using some tools available in the context of computing with words, makes it possible to effectively and efficiently handle imprecise and vague linguistic terms in database querying.

6. Computing with words in fuzzy querying in DBMSs via the Internet

The FQUERY for Access is a standalone application. Its capabilities may be considerably enhanced by allowing it to be used via a WWW browser as proposed and implemented by [10]. This will hopefully be a first step in a more human-consistent and human friendly use of vast information resources available there which are so difficult to locate and used for a normal user whose only natural means of communication and expression is natural language. Fortunately enough, fuzzy querying in the sense described in previous sections can also be implemented for querying over the Internet, and this will be
presented in the next sections. We will start with some general remarks, and this part is based on [21], and then present implementations as proposed in [10,20].

6.1. General remarks on fuzzy querying over the Internet and its implementation

Although DBMSs may be useful for dealing with data for individual use, as it has been the case in standalone fuzzy querying described in previous sections, only a possibility to share data with other users over a network may release full power from a DBMS. Needless to say that a global network spanning the whole world, i.e. the Internet, creates virtually unlimited opportunities for a user, say a company, to provide its data to a general public.

The most popular solution for accessing a database over the Internet is via the World Wide Web (WWW) service. WWW creates a new framework for applications following the client–server paradigm. This framework features, e.g., a cross-platform availability, cheaper software maintenance and a unified user interface. With the advent of WWW and fast development of its underlying technologies, the population of potential database users has grown to an unprecedented scale. Owing to the fast development of telecommunication infrastructure and sophisticated, but relatively cheap software tools, notably Web browsers, the access and navigation through the Internet become easier and easier. More and more people consider the Internet as an important source of information being competitive with traditional media. Moreover, this new medium is more flexible, allowing to interactively specify the users’ needs.

A growing popularity of the Internet spreading across whole societies inevitably changes the profile of a typical network user. Such a user is no longer an IT expert. He or she expects more human consistent user interfaces making it possible to communicate with information servers using, in addition to graphical controls, also flexible terms from natural language. As DBMSs will surely still be the workhorses of many WWW-based applications, the need for simple, highly flexible and human-consistent interfaces to databases seems to be obvious. One of possible approaches is certainly the one employing the computing with words paradigms, in particular those related to fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets theoretic tools.

The WWW service follows the client–server architecture, i.e. there are basically two types of WWW-related applications: the WWW server and the WWW client. The WWW server, also known as a HTTP server, may be regarded as a kind of a file server providing on request various files (documents, also known as pages), primarily those written in the HyperText Markup Language (HTML), the native format of WWW.

Currently available implementations of the WWW servers provide a much more extended functionality. The most important feature is the ability to
execute other applications and deliver to the user appropriately encoded results (e.g., by using HTML). Thus, the WWW server may also be treated as an application server. This is attained by particular software vendors using different techniques. Most of the servers support a mechanism, called a Common Gateway Interface (CGI). This approach is standard, but rather ineffective in terms of the host computer’s resources usage. The proposed replacements, on the other hand, are specific for particular products.

The WWW browser is a client application for this Internet service. The user initiates the connection providing the browser with the address of a required document, a so-called Uniform Resource Locator (URL), and the browser forms and sends to the WWW server a request for this document. Both, the required document and the server address are specified within the URL. The communication is regulated by the HTTP protocol. Then, the server checks if a required document exists, and if so, delivers it to the browser. The browser renders the document to the required form by, e.g., interpreting HTML commands (tags) contained in the text, and displays the document on the user’s screen. HTML allows marking selected parts of a document text so as to inform the browser that this parts should be emphasized, underlined etc. The most characteristic feature of the HTML are hyperlinks allowing the user to quickly “jump” from a given document to other related documents, somewhere on the WWW.

To provide for a more dynamic communication in the WWW environment, some enhancements were introduced to the basic request-and-display rules. First of all, to make the aforementioned CGI protocol really useful, some means of sending input data for server-based CGI-compliant applications have to be provided. This may be done through an extension to the HTML language, so-called forms. The browser displays a HTML form using Microsoft Windows’ controls or X-windows’ widgets, such as a push button, listbox etc. The data entered using these controls will be sent to the server along with the request for a document – usually referring to some CGI application. Then, the server will fire this application with the data provided by the user as an input. Such data may be, e.g., a query which is used by the above CGI-compliant program to fetch matching records from a database. The server catches the output of the executed application and sends it back to the browser.

Thus, the support of HTML forms provides a basic level of interaction which may be sufficient for the implementation of a database querying interface including fuzzy extensions – see, e.g., [16], but still lacks some important features. For example, a browser-side verification of the data introduced by the user is not assumed in this approach. In consequence, e.g., the user’s spelling errors may be discovered only at the server-side and their correction will be connected with some extra network transmissions.

Forms have become part of the HTML standard soon after its introduction and are now widely recognized by different browser implementations, even in a
non-GUI environment (cf. the Lynx browser). Recently proposed enhancements are much more sophisticated though much less standardized. Three of the most important should be discussed here. All of them allow to embed in a HTML page a code, which is to be executed on the browser-side rather than on the server-side, as it is the case of CGI-compliant applications. The simplest technique consists in the use of scripting languages, such as Microsoft’s Visual Basic Script or Netscape’s Javascript. The routines written in these languages and embedded in the HTML text, although rather restricted in their capabilities, are powerful enough to serve as a glue between all of the elements of the user interface provided by a browser. For example, they can check data entered by the user in a form and signal potential mistakes already at the browser-side, thus avoiding unnecessary network transmissions.

The second novel technique is connected with the Java language. It is a general purpose programming language designed to meet the requirements of a distributed environment such as the Internet. Thus, specially prepared Java programs, so-called Java applets, may be embedded in the HTML text. They are more powerful than the script routines, however still somehow limited in comparison to standalone Java programs, for security reasons. Anyway, using Java applets a developer can create advanced user interfaces while still taking advantage of working within the WWW environment. Java is designed to be platform independent and is supported by leading software vendors.

Finally, the third hot Internet solution is referred to as ActiveX controls. Functionally, they are similar to Java applets in that ActiveX are small programs which may be embedded in a HTML page. On the other hand, from the software engineering point of view, they are quite different. The ActiveX controls are sent over the network in the binary ready-to-execute form, thus are faster in execution than applets which have to be interpreted by a Java machine (or at least initially compiled at the browser side). However, the ActiveX controls are currently limited to the Microsoft Windows platform, while Java applets are working also on other platforms, notably UNIX.

Basically, the HTTP protocol used for communication between WWW agents is state-less making it possible to keep the protocol simple. On the other hand, there is no built-in mechanism to employ the concept of a session which is quite important for some applications, including database querying. Some remedy for this drawback is offered by so-called cookies. A cookie is a piece of text which may be sent by a server with the document requested by a browser. Whenever the browser requests a related page from the same server, it adds to the request the cookie previously received. This makes possible to maintain the state of a session.

While the core of the HTML language is pretty well standardized and recognized by all WWW browsers, it is unfortunately no longer true for the extensions mentioned above.
6.2. Integration of a DBMS with WWW

The diversity of existing WWW-related software and protocols implies diverse solutions for the integration of a database with a WWW service. A WWW browser might be considered as an attractive alternative for specialized database clients as mention in Section 6.1. We can expect that this way of accessing a database over the Internet (or Intranet) will gain more and more popularity. Before looking for opportunities and challenges provided by a fuzzy logic based approach in this respect, we will first try to classify the existing solutions for the integration of WWW and DBMS. Basically, the criteria for this classifications will refer to the way the data flow is arranged between all the agents involved, i.e. the WWW server and browser, DBMS software and other intervening pieces of software. We will trace the flow of information starting from the browser side.

First, we can differentiate the solutions taking into account the division of work done at the browser and server sides. Thus, we can distinguish the approaches where:
- the browser side processing of data is kept at the minimal level, or
- a preliminary processing is already done at the browser side.

The former approach allows for full independence of the type of browser used by the end users. Only a basic level of interaction with the user is maintained at the browser side, usually through the HTML forms. The data is checked and processed only at the server side. Thus, some additional data transmissions may be required in case of errors in input data or if a more complex user interaction is necessary (cf. [16]). Anyway, this solution may be adequate when the targeted population of the end users is large and/or spatially and organizationally distributed, i.e. no assumptions may be made about the type of browsers used. The latter approach requires the use of, e.g., scripting languages routines, which will carry out some preliminary data checking and maybe also provide some more advanced functionality as, e.g., operations on cookies – see [20].

Second, the access to a database may be accomplished as follows:
- within the regular communication between the WWW server and the client,
- or
- using a separate connection specifically arranged for that purpose.

The first solution would usually consist in using a HTML form on the browser side and some additional application executed by the server. An advantage of such an approach is its portability – virtually all browsers and WWW servers support forms and some ways to execute external applications, respectively. The second solution may be accomplished using a Java applet or an ActiveX control communicating directly over the network with a target DBMS. It may be much more efficient but there are also some aspects which should be carefully considered. For example, from the viewpoint of security, applets and
ActiveX controls in particular are considered potentially dangerous. Obviously, the question of security is more general and there are tremendous efforts to solve it so that we can expect some satisfactory solutions fairly soon. On the other hand, this approach has little to do with a real integration of WWW and DBMS. In fact, the WWW browser plays here a rather marginal role and may be substituted by, e.g., a standalone Java application.

The third issue is related to how a WWW server cooperates with some “middle-ware” usually sitting between the server and DBMS. Here, two main classes may be distinguished:

- using the CGI protocol,
- using specialized Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

The former solution is supported by virtually all WWW server software (in Microsoft Windows environment its variant, called WinCGI, is sometimes employed). CGI-compliant applications may be written using popular languages, like C, Perl, script languages etc. but this way of executing an internal application by the WWW server is considered inefficient. The latter solution extends the WWW server dynamically so as to provide a required functionality – in this case to make possible an access to the database. This is a more efficient solution but the standard for APIs does not exist.

Many commercial DBMS packages offer now some means for the integration of their products with the Internet. On the other hand, some WWW server software vendors include in their products some tools essentially facilitating the integration with a database (see, e.g., the Microsoft Internet Information Server and Active Server Pages mechanism, or the AOL server with its SQL Server or Illustra DBMSs connectivity).

6.3. Processing of linguistic data via fuzzy logic over the Internet

In this paper fuzzy querying is meant in the spirit of the previous works of the authors exemplified by [14,17]) and discussed in the previous sections. Basically, the vocabulary of querying languages is extended with linguistic (fuzzy) terms to allow for query conditions to contain clauses like: ‘temperature is high’, ‘income is much greater than expenditures’, ‘most of subconditions are met’, etc. Then, these terms are to be interpreted during the query evaluation against subsequent records from a database. As a result we obtain a matching degree stating how well a given record meets conditions specified in the query. Hence, we need some methods for the modelling, definition and maintenance of fuzzy terms. The former issue is dealt with extensively in the previous sections. Basically, fuzzy sets, fuzzy relations and linguistic quantifiers are used to represent particular linguistic terms. This approach may be directly applied also in the Internet environment. On the other hand, the ways particular fuzzy entities are defined and stored depends on the user interface capabilities and general structure of the querying system. Thus, in case of an Internet-based
querying application we have to devise appropriate procedures fitting the specifics of the WWW, notably those discussed in the previous sections. Following the criteria used for the aforementioned classifications of the WWW–DBMS integration approaches, we will now briefly look how the processing of fuzzy terms may be accomplished.

Obviously, the maintenance of fuzzy terms, i.e. their definition, storage and interpretation, requires some additional measures to be undertaken in comparison to a non-fuzzy querying system. It may be advantageous to have a more sophisticated user interface provided already on the browser side. For example, the definition of a fuzzy set representing a fuzzy value or linguistic quantifier, requires a membership function to be defined. It may be rather cumbersome to create a sufficiently flexible user interface for that purpose using the HTML forms only. Certainly, this is the only solution if full independence of the browser software capabilities is sought. On the other hand, using, e.g., a Java applet may make the interface more user friendly, cf. [20] for an example.

The definitions of linguistic (fuzzy) terms may be stored on the server or browser side. The first solution is more consistent with the WWW standards. The parameters of particular fuzzy terms may be stored in the same database as the data to be retrieved, in a separate database or even in flat files. It should be relatively easy for a CGI- or API-compliant application to handle this information at the server side. It may be a little bit cumbersome to achieve personalization of fuzzy terms in this approach. All definitions have to be stored at the server side so that, in case of multiple users, this may require an excessive amount of extra disk space. Thus, the storing of this information at the browser side would solve the question of personalization. Unfortunately, the manipulating of data on the local disk at the browser side is considered as risky for security. Presently, this may be achieved by using the ActiveX controls or cookies. The first option provides a full access to a local file system and may become acceptable in the future when security problems will be solved. The second option is fairly secure but local data handling is rather limited and even here standards do not exist.

Anyway, the parameters of available fuzzy terms, predefined or defined by current and/or other users, have to be embedded in the user’s querying interface. This may be done through HTML form controls or Java applets and ActiveX controls parameters. In case of HTML forms, it may be convenient to store definitions of fuzzy terms in cookies and/or so-called controls properties. They are not visible to the user but their content may be easily manipulated by, e.g., a JavaScript script.

The actual database search and calculation of matching degrees for the particular records against a query containing fuzzy terms may take place at the browser or server side. The former alternative results in a solution rather loosely connected with the WWW services and we will omit it here. The latter
approach may be implemented using a CGI-compliant application (see, e.g., [16]) or a WWW server extensions using API (see, e.g., [10]). From the viewpoint of functionality of this “middle-ware” (gateway) application, the following classification may be proposed:

- the gateway fetches the rows from the database and only then evaluates the query against them,
- the handling of fuzziness is built into the DBMS, and the gateway just forwards the query and its results,
- the gateway itself manages the database, and the handling of fuzziness is a part of its regular query processing.

The first approach may be applied for virtually any DBMS. The whole fuzzy querying logic has to be implemented in the gateway, and also possibly in the optimization of the query sent to the underlying DBMS. The second approach would be definitely most efficient though commercial DBMSs accepting fuzzy queries are not widely available yet. For example of such a solution one can consult [10]. The third approach may be well-suited for simple databases as, e.g., an XBase file (see [20]).

Finally, results of the query are to be displayed. Here, the features of the HTML perfectly fit the needs. The results may have the form of a list where each line consists of a value of a key field of the record with its matching degree. Each such a line contains a hyperlink which brings to the screen the content of the whole record.

We will now present an implementation of fuzzy querying over the Internet using the paradigm of computing with words, and some WWW-related tools and techniques mentioned above.

7. Implementation of fuzzy querying over the internet

We will briefly describe now two linguistic (fuzzy) querying interfaces based on the WWW, and show that tools available in WWW, in particular Java applets and JavaScript, may be effectively and efficiently employed for implementing advanced, multi-platform and user-friendly fuzzy-logic-based querying and other applications following general remarks provided in Section 6, and the philosophy and solutions adopted in our FQUERY for Access add-on described in Section 2.

The first interface, employing advanced client-side techniques will be illustrated on a WWW-based fuzzy querying interface for a database of Research, Technology and Development (RTD) institutions from Central and Eastern Europe (cf. [16,20]). The second Web based interface presented makes it possible to submit a query over the Internet to the fuzzy querying engine implemented by the FQUERY for Access add-on, and to display the results back on the user screen in the window of a WWW browser (cf. [20]).
We will start with the description of the first interface and the second will be presented in Section 7.4.

The DBMS is still the main element of a fuzzy querying system considered here. It may be a full-fledged, network-based product like Oracle, Sybase, Microsoft SQL Server etc. This will be the best choice for large systems serving many customers. For intranet-oriented systems, much smaller DBMSs may be sufficient as, e.g., Microsoft Access. Most of the existing commercial DBMSs offer now means of the integration with the Internet. It confirms a wide recognition of the importance of this network technology by leading vendors of DBMSs. For our implementation we use a relatively simple database consisting of a set of Xbase format and text files.

The second element of our fuzzy querying system is a WWW server which follows a simple CGI-based scheme in order to access the database. More precisely, a CGI-compliant C program performs the actual querying of a Xbase file, including the processing of fuzzy terms. Obviously, it has to be provided by a WWW server with a query which in turn is formulated by a user and sent to the server using the next component, i.e. a WWW browser.

In our first pilot implementation we have chosen the Netscape Navigator but a similar functionality may be attained by using the Microsoft Explorer which was also used in further cases, and an example will be mention here too. As the processing of fuzzy terms essentially increases the scope of interaction with a user, the limitations of standard HTML form serious obstacles for creation of an effective and efficient WWW-based fuzzy querying interface. Thus, we will employ some new enhancements of the standard HTML mentioned earlier in Section 6.

7.1. The database component

The core of our first implementation of fuzzy querying over the Internet is a relatively simple database, an XBase file, which contains descriptions of some RTD institutions from Central and Eastern Europe constructed as a result of a research project for the support of cooperation between the scientific communities of the European Union and other European countries. Each organization in the database is described by many attributes (fields).

For our fuzzy querying system we selected the following attributes which demonstrate the use of various fuzzy terms in queries and may be useful for real querying:
1. number of employees (numerical),
2. country (single-valued),
3. subjects of activity related to RTD (multi-valued),
4. specific topics/know-how (textual).

The first field is numerical. Regular (non-fuzzy) queries referring to this field would use it with a classical relational operator as \( \langle \cdot, \rangle = \) etc. Our fuzzy
querying scheme extends them with fuzzy values and fuzzy relations, and then fuzzy linguistic quantifiers. Here we will only illustrate them with examples of simple queries exemplified by: “Number of employees IS small”, “Number of employees IS much greater than 100”.

The second field is a text (string). Typically, a non-fuzzy query may contain a test for equality with some fixed text (here: the name of a selected country of origin of the RTD organization sought). However, very often (also here) it may be natural to pose a question like: “Country IS IN Central Europe”. The concept of “Central Europe” should be represented by a set, preferably fuzzy, as one can claim, that, e.g., Slovenia belongs to this set but only to some degree.

The third field is a virtual one, represented by a set of logical (Yes/No) fields. More precisely, there is a separate field corresponding to each possible subject of activity related to RTD in a given organization. A query may refer collectively to all these fields. Thus, we propose to treat all this fields as one, virtual multi-valued field. Then, its value would be a set of subjects of activity and, consequently, in a query it may be compared to a, possibly fuzzy, set. Dealing with a set of values, both in a record and a query, calls for soft measures of matching as the requirement that both sets are exactly equal is usually too rigid. Thus, we employ a compatibility index which measures how well a particular record fits a query in respect to a field of this type – cf. Section 2.

Finally, the fourth field is typical for information retrieval, i.e. it contains purely textual data. We do not propose any fuzzy extensions in this respect. There are promising approaches with fuzzy thesauri to enhance querying capabilities, and they may well be applied in Internet-based systems requiring some additional processing, mainly at the server-side.

7.2. The browser side processing

A WWW browser provides a framework for the user interface of our querying system. Basically, we use the following features:

- HTML forms,
- Java applets,
- JavaScript scripting,
- frames, and
- cookies.

As to the frames, basically they make possible to divide the screen into more or less independent parts which may display different documents. At the same time, the script code embedded in a document in one frame may manipulate other frames, i.e. make them display some documents or even dynamically create new documents in other frames. This is very convenient for our purposes.
The main screen of our system is shown in Fig. 11. There are three frames:

- the main frame, at the left, for specifying query criteria,
- the second frame for specifying membership functions for a fuzzy set employed in a query and for displaying help information,
- the third frame, at the bottom, for quickly moving around the first frame.

In the main frame there is a HTML form with separate controls corresponding to particular fields mentioned in Section 7.1. Now we will briefly discuss how they may be associated with various fuzzy terms.

The numerical field “Number of employees” may be used in a query with fuzzy values or fuzzy relations. Fig. 11 shows how a fuzzy value may be introduced into a query. Thus, the user may select a fuzzy value from a list which may be easily manipulated via a GUI. The content of the list depends on the history of previous interactions with the system. If a user contacts the system for the first time – what manifests itself with the lack of the cookie at the client side – the list is short as in Fig. 11. The user can also define “own” fuzzy values which are stored at the browser side within the cookie and are available during next sessions. The definition is initiated by selecting the “NEW” option and is supported by a graphical interface shown in Fig. 12. This is implemented as a Java applet.

The definitions of fuzzy values, relations and quantifiers are stored and defined similarly using cookies and Java applets, respectively. Thus Java applet, when used to modify the parameters of an existing fuzzy term will fetch its
parameters from the cookie and store them after modification at the same place. Hence, the definitions of fuzzy terms each time will go to the server along with the query.

The single-valued attribute “Country” may be manipulated by the user in a similar way as the multi-valued “Subjects of activity” (cf. Fig. 13). As the latter one requires more user-interaction, we will focus on it. The user looking for an RTD organization active in some areas should select names of these areas in the main frame. Then, if the user is interested in various areas to a different degree, he or she may fuzzify the set of selected activities. For doing this, an appropriate button is to be pressed and the list of earlier selected activities will be displayed in the right frame along with the textboxes for changing the membership degree value from (assumed initially) to a chosen one. Then, after the “OK” button is pressed, values assigned to particular members of the set are stored “inside” the HTML form displayed in the main frame. The VALUE property of the HTMLs SELECT control is employed to store these values and send them back to the server with the query.

As mentioned earlier, this type of fields requires some compatibility indices. An appropriate index may be selected from another control located below the ones described. The following indices are currently available in the system:
1. degree of possibility of matching,
2. degree of necessity of matching 1,
3. degree of necessity of matching 2,
4. generalized Jaccard coefficient.
In case of our database, the following reasoning may help choose a proper compatibility index. The first should be used when looking for an organization dealing with at least one subject of activity specified in a query. The second one is appropriate, when looking for an organization dealing with all activities specified in a query (and maybe some more). The third one is suitable for the search of an organization dealing only with activities specified in the query, not necessarily all. Finally, the fourth one is adequate when looking for an organization dealing with most activities specified in the query and not many other.

The last field, that may be used in the construction of a query, i.e. “Special topic (of activity)/know how” does not require any special treatment. The user just enters some keywords in a textbox which need no preprocessing or manipulation at the browser side.

Classically, all conditions specified for the particular fields mentioned would be combined using the AND and OR logical connectives. In our querying system we allow for more flexible aggregation operators, representing linguistic quantifiers. Thus, the user may request that, e.g., “most” of the conditions are met. These linguistic quantifiers are represented and interpreted due to Zadeh (cf. Section 2). As in case of other fuzzy terms, there is a list of linguistic quantifiers, or more generally a list of the aggregation operators – including the classical logical connectives AND and OR – available to the user. The user may define “own” quantifiers by an interaction with a graph implemented using a Java applet – cf. Fig. 14.
7.3. The server side processing

At the server side we can distinguish two types of operations:

- a regular communication with a WWW browser due to the HTTP protocol
done by the WWW server, and
- the generation of dynamic HTML documents and processing of a query by a
set of CGI-compliant programs.

The whole processing is initiated by a browser requesting the "main
document" of our querying system containing the query form, as shown in Fig. 11.
The browser request may be accompanied by the cookie comprising the defini-
tions of user-specific fuzzy terms. The server simply sends the query form to
the browser together with the cookie if one was present in the request. Now the
browser side processing takes place, as described in the previous section. Finally,
the user presses the "SEARCH" button and all information entered by
the user is transmitted to the server. Then, the server initially processes the data
according to the CGI specification and calls our main C program which makes
the actual query processing and database search.

In fact, all information about fuzzy terms possibly used in the query are
contained in the data forwarded to this program by the WWW server. Thus, it
has only to extract particular pieces of data and place them in its internal data
structures and then start the search of the database. It fetches subsequent rec-
ords and computes the matching degree. A partial fulfillment of the criteria by
a record is possible. We start with the matching of particular conditions against
the values of the attributes in a record. Then, the partial matching degrees are
combined using an aggregation operator and we obtain an overall matching
degree sought. Then, the records are ordered according to their matching de-
grees, and finally a HTML document containing the list of hyperlinks to the
particular records is produced. More precisely, each hyperlink consists of the matching degree and the content of a pre-specified field of the record. All these hyperlinks lead to another C program which delivers the full content of the records selected (cf. Fig. 15).

To summarize, at the server side we have the following components of our fuzzy querying system:
- a database file in the XBase format,
- HTML pages for: query form (enhanced with JavaScript functions and applets), list of records and the contents of a selected record,
- the searching program, and
- the program displaying (reporting) records.

7.4. WWW-based interface to FQUERY for Access add-on

Briefly speaking, the Web based interface presented in this paper accepts a query containing fuzzy elements according to the syntax presented in Section 2 and submit a query over the Internet to the fuzzy querying engine implemented by the FQUERY for Access add-on. Then, the query is processed in exactly the same way as in the standalone case. The results of the query are send back to
the client and displayed by the browser. The process of query formation and processing may be described in the following steps using an example for querying a database of houses for sale in a real estate agency. Basically, in that kind of application virtually all customers’ requirements concerning preferred apartments and houses are imprecise as, e.g., “possibly low price”, “more or less two bedrooms”, “in the city center”, etc. Due to lack of space, we will just present a simple example of how a single imprecise condition “price should be low” is formulated using the Explorer, and then how the results of such a query, i.e. the addresses of apartments and or houses with their major descriptions and the values of a matching degree, are displayed via the Explorer’s window.

Firstly, the user, using a WWW browser, opens the main document of the querying system shown in Fig. 16. It contains a simple query form, making it possible to define a SQL query. Such a query may contain fuzzy elements, which are put there as query parameters. The same syntax and semantics applies as presented in Sections 2 and 4. The form shown in Fig. 16 is deliberately kept very simple so as to make it possible to use any WWW browser available on the market. The user can learn which fuzzy elements are at his or her disposal by opening another window which lists all fuzzy values, relations etc. currently defined in the copy of FQUERY for Access, to which the query will be delivered.

When the query is created, the user sends it to the WWW server pressing SEND button. After receiving the request along with the query definition data,

![Fuzzy querying system (pilot version) - Microsoft Internet Explorer](image)

**Fig. 16.** Formulation of a simple condition in a query using the Microsoft Explorer.
the server starts script, written in VBScript, which are embedded in the requested document. Notice, that this time script is run at the server side rather than at the client side as it was the case for the first WWW-based interface presented. This script starts an instance of Microsoft Access opens appropriate database, and then executes the query submitted by the user over the Internet. This execution is initiated through the call to the FQUERY for Access routines securing proper interpretation of all fuzzy terms used – exactly as in the case when the user is directly interacting with Microsoft Access package with FQUERY for Access add-on installed. The results of the query are captured by the script and used to create an HTML page which is then send back to the browser – see, e.g., Fig. 17.

Concluding, the same fuzzy querying tool, FQUERY for Access, may be used in the desktop and Internet environment as well.

This completes our brief description of implementations of linguistic (fuzzy) querying over the Internet by employing two major WWW browsers, the Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Explorer. We have only mentioned here some implementation-specific elements and solutions since the other ones are implemented analogously as for the standalone application described in Sections 2.

We hope that the Internet is a challenge for fuzzy querying and, at the same time, may give momentum to a further research in this relevant field.

Fig. 17. Results of fuzzy querying over the Internet using the Microsoft Explorer.
8. Concluding remarks

The purpose of this paper has been to show, first, how Zadeh’s newly advocated paradigm of computing with words can be employed to make querying in DBMSs more flexible, and human-consistent by allowing for the use of natural language.

First, we concentrated on standalone applications, and have presented the idea, technical solution, and implementation of FQUERY for Access [12–18], a flexible and human-consistent querying system for Microsoft Access, a popular Windows-based relational DBMS. We have shown that a combination of the flexibility of fuzzy querying and a modern user-friendly Windows-based GUI provides a synergistic effect, and gives a new quality in database querying.

Then, we have shown an implementation of fuzzy querying over the Internet using its WWW service, and modern Internet-related tools and techniques. This may hopefully be a first step in providing a flexible and human-consistent fuzzy querying interface which may help an average user formulate his or her queries in natural language, and hence more easily make productive use of vast information resources of the Internet.

9. For further reading
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